Abstract-The network malicious information filtering is a binary classification problem. The SVM (Support Vector Machine) algorithm can be used in such information filtering model, but the negative samples were difficult to gain in such practical application, so the sample space is imbalance for SVM, the prediction result of classifier would tend to majority class and the filtering error is larger. This paper generate virtual samples space by using the K-means cluster and GA (Genetic Algorithm) algorithm to reduce the imbalance of two kinds of samples, and then use the new sample set to train the SVM classifier. Build the new network malicious information filtering model based on SVM. Experiment based on UCI data set and webpage from internet proved the validity of the new filtering model. The improved information filtering model is suitable for network malicious information filtering.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is an important way to realize information sharing and transfer, and the rapid developments of Internet provided convenience for people's study and life, but also provided way to the spread of malicious information such as illegal, pornographic, reactionary information [1, 2] . Now, there are two ways to retrieval and filter the network malicious information: artificial auditing and web information filtering technology. From the efficiency and costs, the web filtering technology has better development space [3, 4] . Therefore, information filtering has become the main method to guarantee the health of network information.
At present, network information filtering technology has become an effective method to filter malicious information [5, 6, 7, 8] , spam and network intrusion detection. Information filtering technology mainly includes the following: 1) Information filtering based on URL, 2) Information filtering based on keywords, 3) Intelligent analysis information filtering technology content-based.
The speed of two former methods is faster, but there are obvious shortcomings, for example the URL address needs to be updated at any time, the keyword matching filtering process ignores the semantic content. Intelligent content-based filtering technology is currently the focus of research. The information filtering method based on SVM, which is proposed in this paper is belongs to this kind of application [9, 10, 11] .
Pattern recognition algorithm can be used in the information filtering [12, 13, 14] , such as SVM and KNN algorithm. Their process is very similar with information filtering. Such as text preprocessing, text representation, feature extraction are the same basically, and so most text classification technology can be applied in information filtering [15, 16] . These algorithms identified the network information of interest through assigned text to different categories, and then realize the information filtering.
Malicious information filtering is a branch of network information filtering field, it can be seen as binary class pattern recognition problem. In this kind of application, the samples including malicious text are called negative samples, and vice positive samples [17, 18] . The pattern recognition algorithm can achieve the purpose that malicious information filtering through the sample classification. But in recent years, this kind of research is not much and the URL filtering and keywords filtering are still major and mature method of Network malicious information filtering. The main reason is that there is a congenital defects of network malicious information filtering, it is difficult to obtain the samples contains malicious information. And this problem leaded to that the sample distribution was not imbalance in the training sample set, so the classification error was big of the minority class, this means that there may be more samples contained malicious information are treated as normal samples. It can't get a better filtering effect.
Therefore, in order to build malicious text information filtering model based on SVM, the first the problem is the imbalance of the sample space. This kind of problem is also called unbalanced data set classification problem. At present, the solve method are mainly divided into three classes, mobile threshold value method [1] , adjustment costs or weight method [2] , the sampling method [3] [4] . The first two belong to algorithm layer; sampling method is to belong to data layer.
The methods of algorithm layer can get better classification performance by operating the algorithms themselves. The data layer method is mainly to reduce the imbalance through up-sampling to the majority class and down-sampling to the minority class. Among them, the under-sampling method reduced scale of the most kind of sample to reduce the imbalance of sample distribution, the most simple under-sampling method got rid of some samples randomly, but will lost the important information of the most class; The up-sample method was to increase size of minority class directly, the most simple under-sampling method was to copy sample, but without the new category information, so that the classifier learn decision domain will be decrescendo, leading to over learning. To this, the researchers put forward a lot of improved methods, and improved the minority class classification performance to a certain degree.
The literature [1] proposed a new BPSVM algorithm; it distributes the different penalty factor for the positive and negative samples, and then obtained the better classification performance. Literature [2] proposed a intelligent methods through the sampling technology to compose minority point, and shift out redundant most point; The literature [3] proposed the over sampling algorithm based on initial classification, in literature [4] , the author adopted a virtual sample space structure method based on the clustering, which can get new sample through two samples' averaging, the method is simple, but one time, each of the sample can only add a new sample, for m samples of clustering, can get ( 1) / 2 m m × − new sample at most. This paper presented an up-sampling method based on clustering and genetic algorithm. Firstly, the sample space was divided into feature similarity cluster by using the K-means method, and took the samples in cluster as the parent samples, using linear crossover operator to generate new individual. Finally, verification and screening operation is done to the new individual attributes in accordance with some of the strategies, and discard invalid samples.
In the optimal case three effective individuals can be generated in one time. These new samples can be place in the original sample set, and use the new basic balance of the sample set to train SVM. And then to build new information filtering model based on improved SVM algorithm. This method converted the information filtering problem for text classification problem. When the sample space was basic balance, the SVM algorithm can get better classification effect of binary class. That was the filtering effect expected.
II. NETWORK MALICIOUS INFORMATION FILTERING MODEL AND SVM CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

A. Traditional Filtering Model based on SVM
The figure 1 shows the network malicious information filtering model based on SVM. In the model, SVM classifier determines the category of the test text and places it into correct categories in the filtering stage. Certainly, SVM classifier must be trained well by using the training text in the training stage. It will directly affect the classification performance of SVM classifier that the number of normal samples and malicious samples was balance or not. And the effect is the final filtering effect of malicious text information.
In part B, it was introduced that the analysis of the SVM algorithm performance in malicious information filtering.
B. Performance Analysis
Malicious information filtering can be seen as pattern recognition problems of two kinds of samples , realize the malicious information filtering, we can build a binary classification of SVM classifier, for this specific application, gaining a certain number of web pages samples is an important problem. There is no common malicious information filtering sample set, so we need to get negative class samples from the network to build the sample set, it is much easier to get healthy samples, but the samples including malicious text information is difficult to get, therefore, there is serious imbalance in the number of two kinds of samples. It is a congenital defect for malicious information filtering.
In the reference literature [5] , the influence that the unbalanced sample data to the SVM classification accuracy was analyzed, and demonstrates that when the training sample quantity tends to equilibrium, the SVM prediction tendentiousness could sharply reduce. So when the number of two classes of samples was serious imbalance, the performance of the SVM classifier would receive serious influence, traditional process is as follows:
SVM method was put forward according to the optimal classification hyperplane in the case of linear separable [6] ( ) { } , , 1, , , ,
It can classify all the training samples correctly, and makes the point's distance (interval) to the classification surface is the largest, that is nearest to the classification hyperplane in training sample, by interval maximization to control the complexity of the classifier, and then achieve better generalization ability. In the two kinds of pattern recognition problem, given training data, , SVM is refers to the classification rule (classification function) which was determined by formula (1) 
Because the maximum of all i λ is C , therefore it is,
Synthesize (7) and (8) we can know
Similarly, we can get, 
According to the formula (11) and formula (12) is small, namely misclassification rate is small, and vice versa [5] . Therefore, the information filtering model based on traditional SVM was not suitable for the application of network malicious information filtering. The imbalance of samples will cause more malicious text information misclassification. In this paper, the main work is how to improve the model.
III. IMPROVED MODEL BASED ON SVM
A. Virtual Negative Samples
In the application of network malicious information filtering, the class of malicious samples is called negative class. The class of healthy samples is called positive class. In order to improve the filtering performance of SVM, one effective way is to build a virtual negative class samples space, so as to the two kinds of sample can be fundamental equilibrium.
K-means clustering and Genetic algorithm (GA)
The so-called clustering is that gathered the data or objects into several clusters (clusters) in accordance with certain attributes of them, the data or objects within the same cluster are as similar as each other as far as possible, the differences between the different clusters is as large as each other as far as possible. K-means clustering is a method of cluster analysis commonly [6] [7] [8] . Classic Kmeans clustering algorithm is described as follows, 1) Hypothesis the class that requires clustering is p C , enter the number of clusters k and the sample set.
2) Selected K vector as the initial clustering center
3) The sample ( 1, 2, ) i x i = ,n which is waiting to be classified is assigned to a cluster center (1 ) evaluation principle of clustering effect is, the objects inside the clustering are as similar as each other; the cluster is as far as each other. This thesis used two indicators to measure the clustering effect including the clustering center distance matrix and samples and clustering center distance variance of cluster domain [9] Genetic algorithm is a kind of evolutionary algorithm that imitates biological natural selection and genetic mechanism. Genetic Crossover operation is essential different from other optimization algorithm, it can produce the next generation. Cross also be called Recombination, it is according to larger probability to choose two individuals from population, and then exchange individuals' one or some place. The cross operation's key is the design of the crossover operator. The linear crossover operator as shown in formula (13), a cross to produce 3 progeny individuals, . 
The construct virtual negative samples
Firstly, the sample space was divided into feature similarity cluster by using the K-means method, and took the samples in cluster as the parent samples, using linear crossover operator to generate new individual, then conducted mutation operation for new offspring samples with a small probability to make feature difference, avoid the offspring is near to parent excessively. Finally, verification and screening operation is done to the new individual attributes in accordance with some of the strategies, and discard invalid samples. Algorithm's specific steps are as follows, 1) Input k=5, the class p C will be divided into 5
clusters by using K-means algorithm clustering, the i clustering is expressed as ( 1 5)
2) The individuals in the interior of In this algorithm, the validation of step 4) means, controlling the quality of samples through the offspring samples' center distance.
For new samples, we expect that they have randomness and retain more information of categories, namely the samples have a good representative as far as possible, but there will still be some new samples are not suitable, and transcend the scope of clustering, we call them as invalid samples and abandoned directly. The following is the selection strategy and definition, hypothesis,
The class cluster center p C is
In which p N is the number of samples in 
B. Improved Model
As shown in figure 2 is network information filtering model based on the improved SVM algorithm, mainly including training stage and filtering stage. The text representation uses the VSM model, feature extraction method is CHI algorithm.
In this paper, SVM algorithm is improved in phase of training, combining clustering and genetic crossover, expansion the minority class samples, finally building the training sample collection that the positive and negative samples are fundamental equilibrium. Improved SVM algorithm, the main steps are as follows:
Training phase, 1) Word segmentation on training sample set, the results will be included in the feature database.
2)According to the Zipf rule to delete part of low frequency words in the feature library, then calculate the CHI value of rest of the words and sort them, according to the result of sorting to do feature extraction;
3) Calculating the feature weights of the words in step one according to formula (14) .
Among them, ( , , , ) 1
w is calculated through formula (14). 4) Using the method in this paper to expand the minority class samples, until the number of positive sample and negative class sample is close to 1:1; 5) Using the new samples of minority classes instead of the original samples, to constitute a new sample set, and train the SVM classifier, using the Gaussian kernel;
Classification phase: 1) Word segmentation to the test sample Y; 2) Feature extraction according to the feature library, feature weights calculation, represented the sample Y as vector;
3) Input samples to the SVM classifier, and get the output of the category;
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
A. Experiment on UCI Data Sets
This paper used the standard UCI data sets to test SVM algorithm performance, and selected the Breast Cancer, Vehicle, Sonar and Pima -Indian diabetes four data sets to train and test SVM classifier.
In the four data sets, only Sonar is two kinds of sample basic balance, we extract 30 samples from Sonar data set and 97 positive samples to constitute an unbalanced data set Sonar-1, So that we can get four distribution imbalanced data sets. In this data set, we selected randomly 70 percent of the sample as a training set, the rest as testing sample set for opening test. Table 1 shows the basic information of primitive data set. The experiment used the original data set and the new data set which was constructed by using method in this paper to train SVM classifier, kernel was the Gaussian kernel. Experiment used the OSU -SVM MATLAB toolbox and MATLAB genetic algorithm toolbox. Final statistics 7 times the average of the experiment. Parameter selection are as follows, on Breast Cance, C = 2000 (penalty factor), σ = 0.01 (kernel parameter); on Vehicle, C = 1200, σ = 0.06; on Sonar-1, C = 3600, = 0.3; on Pima -Indian diabetes, C = 3600, σ = 0.3;
Genetic algorithm needs some of parameter. In witch the crossover rate is important factors that affect the efficiency of the algorithm, but it is not a reasonable theoretical to determine its value, but the recommended range. For complete genetic algorithm's convergence, the 
GA cross
Filtering result
Virtual sample build Figure 2 . the malicious information filtering model based on improved SVM algorithm performance of GA firstly, and put forward a group of suggested parameter selection range, in which, =0.6 cross P , the group suggested parameter values were widely used as the standard parameters. So the experiment makes 0.6 cross P = . This paper used F -value to evaluate classification effect, it is an evaluation index comprehensive the Recall rate (Recall) and the Precision rate (Precision), only when they are both high, the higher F-value can be obtained, compared with accuracy standard, it is more suitable for measuring classifier performance on unbalanced data set. The F-value's computation formula is as follows. The parameter β is adjustable, the value is 1 usually, according to the specific application to set β =2. Table 2 is new sample set information which was adjusted by using the method in this paper. Figure 3 shows the SVM experimental results; Figure 4 shows the KNN experimental results. After many experiments contrast, because the algorithm contains sample validation step, therefore, the differences of crossover and mutation in genetic parameter range did not affect the results of the experiments greatly, but may lead to invalid samples increases, so that to lead to increase the times of algorithm to achieve the demand scale of the minority class sample.
B. Experiment on Actual Webpage
Aiming at the application of information filtering in this paper, we collected 1200 webpage constituted the sample database from the Internet, which contained 1000 normal webpage (Positive sample) and 200 illegal webpage (Negative samples), in the original training samples set, the ratio of normal webpage and illegal webpage close to 5:1, so the data set is a seriously unbalanced data set. The 200 webpage are taken out from 1000 normal webpage at random, with 200 copies of the illegal webpage combination and then divided into 5 groups, each group contains 80 webpage, and include 40 normal webpage and 40 illegal webpage. These 5 groups of samples are test samples. Using the traditional information filter model to do the experiment for each group, finally take the average value of 5 experiments. In the GA, 0.6 cross P = , and in K-means algorithm, it is verified by experiment that samples variance is minimum when k is 5. In SVM, the parameter of C = 1200, σ = 0.06. Table 3 shows the data set information and the results of the experiment using the traditional information filtering model based on SVM and the method of improving information model in this paper. The conclusion can be obtained from the experimental results: in the new sample set, the negative class and positive class samples are near the proportion of 1: 1, on the training set that the samples' distribution is basic balanced, the precision rate and recall rate of harmful text filtering have been greatly improved. In experiment on the webpage, we got better experimental results than the experiment on UCI data set. The main reason was that the number of training samples in experiment 2 was more than experiment 1. And this factor was important to the performance of SVM classifiers.
VI. CONCLUSION
SVM algorithm can be used in information filtering model. The problem of network malicious information filtering can be looked upon as the binary classification problem. But the samples containing malicious information were difficult to gained, so the sample space is imbalance in this application. Traditional SVM classify algorithm, the prediction result of classification was towards the majority class, when it was used to train imbalanced data sets. So the result of the text information filtering was not accurate, many of the samples containing malicious information were as health sample. This paper proposed a new method to generate virtual samples of minority class, the clustering analysis, and genetic crossover was used to structure new sample space. This paper used the improved SVM algorithm in information filtering model, and carried out the DS-B DS-V DS-S DS-P experiment based on UCI data sets and the data set from internet. The results showed that in the new distribution balanced training set, the network information filtering model based on SVM could get better filtering effect of malicious information.
